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BENEFITS
• Easy, Web-Based Timesheet Entry
Easy access to Web-browser timesheets
makes it simple for employees to enter
time at their convenience, through
the company Intranet or an Internet
connection.
• Integrated with Abra Workforce
Connections
Employees can easily launch TimeSheet
from Abra Workforce Connections
so employees don’t have to login to
another application and remember
another password.
• Easily receive time into Abra
With Abra HRMS SQL, Payroll
Administrators have the control to either
import time from Abra TimeSheet on a
schedule or whenever they would like.
• Automatic E-Mail Reminders
Simplify the timesheet collection process
and save time for managers, ensuring
the Payroll department gets employee
information on time.
• Online Approval Process
Speed up the approval process for
managers and supervisors with online
employee data review and the ability
to approve or reject Timesheet data.
• Accurately Capture & Assign
Labor Costs  
Capture labor allocations in Abra
TimeSheet, then automatically export
and process payroll in Abra Payroll.
• Electronic Time Clock
With the Time Clock, employees can
“clock in” and “clock out” at workstations
when they log-in to Abra TimeSheet,
eliminating the need for a separate Time
Clock interface and duplicate entry of
employee time.
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F E AT U R E S
Accurately Capture and Assign
Labor Costs

Abra TimeSheet provides all the tools needed to accurately capture time, ensure accuracy by approval, calculates labor
payroll costs and automatically provides time details directly into Abra Payroll.

Automate a Time Consuming
Manual Process

Employees submit time electronically which is then automatically routed to supervisors and/or project managers to approve
the time online. Sophisticated pay rules can also be configured to automatically calculate employee’s payroll.

Accurately Capture Absences

Employees record their absences such as sick and vacation time which is then reviewed and approved by their supervisor.
This data is then automatically sent into Abra Payroll to ensure the absences are captured. The remaining balance can also
be sent back to Abra TimeSheet allowing the employee to easily see their remaining balances.

Easy Time Capture For Remote
Employees

Abra TimeSheet provides windows or web based time capture allowing all employees to capture their time in a consistent
manner from any location.

Flexibility to Work with Current
Business Processes

Process re-engineering is not required. Abra TimeSheet is configurable and customizable so that it easily adapts to existing
organizations, project structures and workflow processes.

Comprehensive Analysis & Reporting
of Critical Business Information

Abra TimeSheet includes easy-to-use built-in tools for analyzing and reporting both detailed and summary data to improve
overall performance and drive better business decisions.

Easy Project Expense Capture

Abra TimeSheet provides the opportunity to track expenses by projects that can have a multiple level approval. Expenses
can then be exported to a third party billing system.

Complies with DCAA Contract
Audit Standards

Abra TimeSheet provides a consistent way to track time and a comprehensive audit trail that ensures documented
compliance that meets DCAA contract audit standards.

Complies with SOX Compliance
Standards

Abra TimeSheet provides a consistent way to track time with a comprehensive audit trail; approval process which provides
accountability and sophisticated pay rules that ensure hours are allocated properly which helps to ensure SOX Compliance.
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